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Hello, everybody! Autumn -which is called the season of the book- has finally come to us all. The faster time 

flies, the more memories we have inside of our minds. It is time to look back to the path we have all been walking on 

for such a long time. This new issue of DEL Media for English Department Students is hot off the press! I am really 

honored to present it to you. In this edition we have some extraordinarily exciting stories from the pens of many English 

Department students who have studied some special subjects, or have traveled abroad to some wonderful places. 

They brought us their special memories from diverse countries to let us know how they felt, and what they learned. 

Furthermore, we have some great news about special events that we want to introduce to every one here in the English 

Department.

Yes, many students have given their special experiences in the form of stories for you to read. Some of them have 

traveled to places across the mighty oceans: the United Kingdom, Canada, and the United States of America. These 

nations are dream lands for many who want to fervently study English as their major. We hope that these stories will 

be quite fascinating to you, and will help you understand different cultures along with their valuable life experiences. 

Please note that each story is based on another person’s vivid heartfelt experiences -something that could never be 

replaced. Each one contains important ideas that they have felt deep in their own hearts during their past and present 

lives, and we are lucky to be able to read them!

I believe that you all have a desirable dream to go out into the world. I hope that all of the students here in the 

English department at Hanbat National University can be interested in the world, and this interest will one day bring you 

so many pleasant memories and lessons. Having experiences that many others can never feel is priceless because this 

only happens to a select few! Truly, these writings will help stimulate your minds and souls, and will create a curiosity 

to get all of you out to see the world. In conclusion, I hope that DEL Media becomes a helpful tool for each of you as 

you all prepare your mighty dreams for the future! I want to encourage you to read these stories with an open mind so 

that you can be motivated and inspired by the words of these special writers!

Special Note: In order to compile this issue of The English Department News there was lots of special help and 

support. I would like to thank Prof. Kim Yeon-man and Prof. Jeffrey Wilson for their help. In closing I also want 

to thank the special students who gave their wonderful stories to all of us here at  DEL Media! 

Oh Eun-hye
Editor-in-Chief

kiwieh486@naver.com

Welcome to DEL Media!
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    I remember my Oxford year was so happy and blessed. It seems to be one and the same thing with my coming 

rural life. However, my campus life is not cheerful and blithe in these days except my classes. Everything is so strict 

and disturbing and agitated. Actually, I desire to return back toward the calm country like my Oxford life after my 

retirement from teaching. Such rural life should be so informal, so impulsive, so free without question. Even the naive 

country people have some real part in what is happening to me. There I want to dig my parent's stories with one squat 

pen between my fingers and my thumb for my son. Just I wish to "unconcernedly find/ Hours, days, and years slide soft 

away,/In health of body, peace of mind,/ Quiet by day,/ Sound sleep by night; study and ease,/ Together mixed; sweet 

recreation:/ And innocence, when most does please/ With meditation."("Ode on Solitude" by Alexander Pope) I pray I 

will be more happy, blest, and content to breathe fresh air in my own ground. This is quite my "Paradise Regained." 

  

  My Oxford! You should be beside me at this hour: I have need of you, right now.

Farewell to my Oxford!

    It is an irony I feel myself so strange to my campus life 

after my returning back to my office. My thinking is this 

irony comes from my urbane, complicated and strict life 

in these days.

    I had stayed at a small and southern city, Oxford, 

Mississippi, the USA as a visiting scholar for the last year. 

Every dwellers of the city were proud of their University 

of Mississippi. Especially, they loved the peaceful Grove, 

their slow lives in the Square, William Faulkner’s Rowan 

Oak, and their Ole Miss so much. It was so natural they 

became to be my loves including those people of Oxford. 

Even right now, even in my office, they seem  to be 

beside me. Really I behold them as heavenly things of my 

Paradise. I can hear every joyful voices of Oxford, and see 

every beautiful things of Oxford even in my office right 

now.

  The great poet Quintus Horatius Flaccus (or just 

Horace) once told his followers to avoid the most 

beautiful and tempting woman. What was her name? 

Laziness! It was not really a physical woman- Horace was 

using a metaphor. 

STUDENTS: “Mr. Wilson! What are you doing?” 

 

  I am sorry; I do not want to confuse you. Put your 

dictionaries away and let us have a small chat. Horace 

is my favorite Latin poet. He was an extremely famous 

Roman writer and satirist. Did you know that his father 

had been a slave? He had been so diligent that he bought 

his own freedom, and then sent his son Horace to the 

greatest university in the world: The University of Athens. 

Horace was from a small town, but soon he was with the 

greatest men of Rome-he even became friends with the 

Emperor Augustus. Now that I have cleared that up, I 

want us to take a look at the word metaphor. A metaphor 

basically means ‘to transfer’.

 

 The Greek word meta means after, and the Greek 

word pherien means carry. So the word put together 

means to carry over. What do we carry over? We 

sometimes want to compare two things that are basically 

really different. Using metaphors can be fun and improve 

our conversations. For example, I can say that English is 

your diamond. “All of the world is a stage,” Shakespeare 

proudly proclaimed. Voila! Metaphors make language 

exciting and interesting. There are many types of 

metaphors, but we must now get back to our temptress. 

Laziness is a beautiful woman according to Horace. What 

a great comparison. A beautiful woman can take control of 

any man she chooses. Guys, watch out! Girls, you should 

watch out too! A handsome man can be inserted into the 

place of a beautiful woman. I am sure the world is full of 

many women who were ruined by a handsome man. 

 So let us just say that a very good looking person can 

be very tempting! In fact, such a person is very powerful. 

This is why Horace uses beauty in his metaphor! Without 

any doubt Horace was a living example of what hard work 

was all about. Remember... his father had been a slave. 

Slaves back in ancient Rome were always dropping 

like flies (this is an idiom, it means many were dying)! It 

was not uncommon for slaves to die from a myriad (from 

the Greek word myriadis which means ten thousand) of 

causes. Horace’s father seemed to know the secret rewards 

of diligence.   

I am sure he had taught this wisdom to his son Horace 

as well because how else could a man from a small village 

become friends with the Emperor of Rome? The answer: 

Horace ignored the beautiful temptress....laziness. He 

calls on YOU to do the same! Laziness will call you day 

and night. Laziness will knock on your door while you are 

supposed to be studying. She will turn on the television 

the night of a big test. She will enter your dorm room 

with a cool bottle of Soju! She will cause many of you 

to forget your dreams and settle for something mediocre. 

Mediocre...that is a sad and depressing word. It basically 

means ordinary, or of low quality. What are your dreams? 

What do you want to do with your life? Right now you 

have time. Do not be lazy. And never forget Horace’s 

other famous words: Carpe Diem (Seize the day)!

Prof.Jeffrey Wilson

Prof.Oh Ho-jin

My Happy Oxford Year The Most Tempting One
Faculty News
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  I majored in English at Hanbat National University. I was just one of the typically ordinary people living without 

anything special. I didn't really know what I was going to do and what I would be like. What I truly enjoyed was 

composing music and playing it with my band. And I spent a lot of my childhood with this endeavor. Like most people, 

I was seriously concerned about what I was going to do with my life. I spent a couple of weeks to think about it- this 

seemed to not be nearly enough time to plan my future life! But I still believe that the time I spent thinking helped me 

come up with the best answer to this question in my life, and that was finding something I could do well and something 

that I truly enjoyed. The answer came to me: I decided to study in a music school in London, and to play music my 

whole life. I then began to prepare for this goal. It took me almost ten months to apply and get everything prepared. 

Finally I was accepted and allowed to enter a college called Tech Music School (Themes Valley University)! It is 

located in London, and now that I look back at that moment I think it was the happiest moment I have ever had in my 

life so far.

 

 I arrived in London just a week before the first term began. I needed to get a room (that was affordable) and 

settle down and do a lot of in just a week. As everyone usually knows, London is truly an amazing and gorgeous city 

(obviously). But I wasn't that excited and impressed. I guess the main reason was the fact that at that moment, when I 

first arrived there, to me, an international student, everything was way too expensive! To add to this stress is the fact that 

everything around looks too old (in my point of view). But as soon as I settled down there (I thinks it took a month), 

I fell in love with that old, beautiful, and elegant city. London's got so many great cultural things, historical places, 

and music venues. Like someone once said, “it is the city for artists.” I used to pass by Chelsea F.C Stadium everyday 

because it was on the way to my college.  I also hung out the National Gallery every single time in the city center. 

Imagine taking a train right next to the 9and3quaters terminal at King's Cross! It's like living in a real life fairy tale!

 

 Surely, the thing I was most excited about was my college. There are so many super famous alumni in the Tech 

Music School. People like, Radiohead, Jamiroquai, Jessie J, and Noah and the Whale. Furthermore, a bunch of world 

famous musicians actually teach at my college. I still can't forget the moment Simon Carter (who played Keyboards in 

Jamiroquai) came walking into my classroom. I and my buddies were just amazed at it. We just shouted "Rad!" There 

were also incredibly good curriculums to get students to master all of the things we are doing. The school also got us 

gigs in amazing clubs all over Central London! We performed there and sometimes tutors would come over and assess 

us as our band performed. Listening, playing, composing, singing, those are all the things I did during the term. I felt 

like just living with music, and in return it became the biggest part of me. Me and my band rehearsed over eight hours 

London, 
Music and the Things I love

every weekend. It sounds like I am lying, but it's true. Everyone in my college was just crazy about what we were 

doing- and what we lived with. 

I think people who know what they want to do, and then do it, are so lucky and blessed. I just got back here to 

my home Korea two months ago and I rehearsed and wrote songs everyday with my band. We play every weekend 

and have tried to keep as busy as possible as a performing band. And I get to teach in a small contemporary music 

academy as well. A friend of mine who used to play guitar in my band went back to Minnesota, in America. He has 

been making a music video with his band. Another friend of mine from Yorkshire (North England) has been doing 

an England touring performance at this present time. I think the thing we need to keep in mind is to just be crazy 

about what you want to do, and to always do one’s best.  One of my best friends from Calgary, Canada said the 

following to our band as he was giving us our demo-recording files upon leaving England “None of you quit, this 

is all we have done and all we want to do-don't waste your talent. Promise me this before you leave." His words 

are inscribed so deeply in my heart. I'm so happy that I have been doing the International language- which indeed 

is music- all over the world. I sincerely wish you all the best in your future endeavors. Whatever you do, keep 

practicing.-most importantly "master by practice" and "be thankful.”

Kim Kyung-hee

Senior of English 

UK
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Canada & USA

 As time went by like the wind, my last day in Winnipeg came, and even though my flight was 6 am in the morning 

my friends and home-stay family came to the airport to say good bye to me. It really touched me. 

 

I was supposed to stop by the city of Toronto (in North America) after looking around Winnipeg. It's one of the 

biggest cities in the State of Ontario and there is a variety of people from various countries. I walked and looked 

around the downtown of Toronto and Toronto Island. While I was looking around the place called Dundas, I felt as 

if I was hanging around the downtown area in Seoul. Dundas looked 

pretty similar to Seoul. My favorite part of this trip was seeing the 

famous Niagara Falls. As I had heard about it, it was amazingly huge 

and gorgeous. Furthermore, it had different views when seen from 

the Canada side and the USA. side. That was very impressive and 

interesting. I wish I had had more time to hang out there and look 

around.

 

 I had great 5 days in Toronto and went down to travel the biggest 

city in the world: New York City. Just as I expected, there was a lot 

of different kinds of people doing various things, and the city was 

so complicated. New York was completely different in culture and 

character from any place I had been in Canada (even though they were 

all the same Caucasian people who and lived in the same America 

territory). I saw the world's famous musical "Memphis" which was a 

five star play. 

 After that, I found something to make me feel proud of my own 

country when I was passing by Time-Square; I saw a huge neon-sign 

with Korean letters written on it. I felt like we were not yet as big or powerful as they were, but we would be like them 

someday. When we first planned this trip, I and my friends were thinking about visiting the places that were related 

to films. So we went to see many museums, restaurants and buildings where some films were filmed. Everything was 

incredible and I had so much fun in New York City. A part from that time, I had to stay two days in the room because 

the hurricane called "Irene" hit the city. But fortunately, there was no big damage where I stayed.

 

 It was really good and unforgettable experiences during the entire two months. It was like a dream in my life. I'm 

not afraid of what I have not experienced yet anymore-that's the biggest thing I got from this travel experience. During 

time at the university, any student who has not experienced a trip abroad (perhaps because of some unknown reasons) 

could have this same opportunity that I had, and then he or she can go to many countries either using English or other 

languages, and all under the internship program right here at Hanbat National University. And now I think that studying 

English is truly a very important and necessary endeavor for us all! No doubt!

  I had never been in a foreign country before I went to Canada for two months. Before that, I had always wanted 

to go to another country, but I had no opportunities, and so this opportunity gave me new and fresh experiences to go 

abroad. 

 

 At first, I was afraid of everything such as different races and cultures in Canada, because I thought they were 

different from Korea. As I stood in there, I knew everyone was the same as me and my Korean friends. Furthermore, 

I realized that my judgment was wrong, not others. I could embrace many people from many other countries as my 

sincere friends. While I was in Canada, I stayed with a Canadian home-stay family. They treated me like their own 

daughter. There was a special reason for that. My home-stay mother lost her daughter in an accident a few years ago, 

so she worried about me all the time. On my last day in this fabulous house she gave me her daughter's necklace and 

bracelet. 

 

 For three days of the first week, I had jet lag badly, but soon I was attracted to their weather and their culture 

completely. In my very first days of living there, the weather was hot (like ours back in Korea), but it was a bit drier than 

back home. So, there were a lot of festivals and visits of celebrities. The place was all land-locked, but there was a lake 

that was 1/5 the size of South Korea, so the lake had a perfect shape-like the sea. My friends and I had many barbecues 

and house parties (unlike Koreans do). So I could enjoy having time with my new friends.

 

 As the language program finished, the internship program that I was really expecting finally started. Before the 

internship, I had a business manners class, so I already knew that Canadian people respect a person who is punctual. I 

worked in the library as a page; I always did my best to be a hard worker. Because most of pages were young college 

students, they made the whole atmosphere more comfortable and friendly. I did not feel like a stranger from another 

country when I was with these people: true friends. We still keep in touch with each other by using Face book and 

Kakao talk.

My Unforgettable Summer
Choi Sang-eun

Junior of English
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USA

  Sometimes, I thought that 

it was hard to understand books 

written in English when I read 

them. It might be because I 

didn’t know western culture 

and Catholic culture well. So, I 

have always wanted to travel to 

the USA. and I finally decided 

to participate in a program of 

language study abroad from my 

school, Hanbat National University. The program was supposed to be five weeks long. Before my departure I considered 

America as being the land of freedom and opportunity, so I thought that American people were open-minded people and 

I would learn lots of things from them.

 However, I felt it was a little different when I first set foot inside the USA. The airport that we arrived at first was 

Detroit airport. It was crowded with so many people, especially immigration. Because we had to get on the next plane (and 

the time that we could spend there was about an hour) we needed to hurry. However, most of examiners were very slow 

to do their security checks, some even chatted with each other. Consequently, some of us missed the next plane. Most 

Korean workers do their jobs very fast -like worker bees. These workers are different form Korean people. By seeing 

that situation, I understood why the USA economy down. They seemed like people who worked for only money without 

a sense of professional duty.

 The next day we arrived at the University of Mississippi, the classes began. The classes of IEP (Intensive English 

Program) consisted of two classes, American culture and English conversation. Each of them took two hours. In total 

they took four hours each day. Compared with the same program of LCCM (La Consolacion College Manila), it was 

a very short time. However, the program was definitely different. I learned about African-American, Indian tribes, and 

so on that I had never learned in Korea. It was real American culture. When I watched American dramas, those cultural 

things were seen and heard. After learning about that, I could understand a little like Jim Crow Law (it was a law which 

made segregation between colored-people and white people in the USA in the latter half of 19th) and Native-American, 

Indian. They were really valuable to me.

 In my class, most of students were Latin Americans from Venezuela and Ecuador. When I studied with them at 

first, I thought that they were very rude because one of them put his feet on his desk, and another wore too sexy clothes 

(although she was just a teenager). As days went by, I could see their real mind. All of those acts were because of the 

difference of culture. They always joined classes with passion and studied very hard. It was because of my prejudice. 

Some of them already knew Korean singers, "Girls’ Generation" and "SHINEE." One day, they invited us their show. A 

classmate from Venezuela danced with SHINEE’s song, "Lingdingdong." I was able to feel the effect of Hanryu and we 

were able to be closer than before because of it. 

 The University of Mississippi is famous for its football team. It has a nickname, Ole Miss. I didn’t know it well 

before, but Ole Miss is famous in America. I heard that in university football season, its campus was always crowded 

by people who would like to watch the game and follow up in their cars. One of my teachers guided us to the football 

stadium. Two players of Ole Miss lead our tour very kindly, even though it was very hot. I was given an Ole Miss t-shirt 

as a gift from my teacher. When I wore it, American people asked me, "are you a student at Ole Miss?" Because of it, I 

could have an opportunity to talk with American English. 

 I have thought that the best tactic to learn English is to talk with American people. So, sometimes, I went to the 

coffee shop in the library alone, or went to the Walmart alone to talk with them more. However, these were very brief 

small talk conversations. One day, my professors recommended going to an American church. There was a first Baptist 

Church near the school. I hesitated first because I’m not a Christian, but they said to us that church is the best place 

to practice real conversation in the USA. So, I made up my mind to attend.  The first day I went to church, I couldn’t 

talk very much. After a week, I went there again on Monday. Monday’s service consisted of a service with very good 

hymns. While waiting for the service, I met an old lady and she said that her daughters would play the violin that night. 

I was very interested in that news. So, I talked with her about it. Our conversation lasted about 10 minutes. Then, I met 

another old lady, and she was very talkative. We had a talk just before beginning the service. I had heard from some 

English teachers that old ladies are very good friends talking in English (when they had studied in USA). After that day 

I really agreed with them.   

 Now, looking back, I regret a little that I was rather passive during the time when I was in America. I had looked 

forward to going to America and studying before I had left. However, it was not easy to talk to people much because 

they are rather individualistic. I should have approached them. If I have an opportunity to go there again, I’ll become 

an open-minded person and then, I’ll reach my hand out to them to talk more. It was a very short period to study 

academically (slightly a month). It was however a very good chance to talk to Americans and feel the real America.

The First Impression 
                   and Prejudice

Kwon Young-eun

Junior of English
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 Have you ever riden a bus WITH a toilet? I mean a bus which has a toilet!

 

 I have! For the first time in my life, I saw and rode a bus which had a toilet. It was the first day of our weekend trip 

to New Orleans. After classes on Friday, we gathered in a parking lot and rode a bus. As soon as I get on the bus, I was 

like "Wow! What is that thing?" It was a toilet located in the back side of the bus! It was very small but people could 

feel relieved, you know, just in case.  

 So, the start of this trip was good- the interesting toilet bus, good friends, sweet snacks, and a sense of anticipation 

for the trip.  The next day morning, we had a guided tour. It was about two hours long. We walked beside The 

Mississippi River; we saw many buildings that have their own stories. I heard that somewhere in New Orleans there is 

the Brangelina (Bradley Pitt and Angelina Jolie) house. That was interesting.

 After the tour guide, we moved to grab some food. On the way of moving, we were caught in a shower. And what 

was worse was the fact that there were too many people on the street, even more in the restaurant (since it was tourist 

attraction). We stopped by one restaurant but there were no seats available. We went to another restaurant. They said 

we needed to wait for 40 minutes. We went outside again and waited for nothing. We were all exhausted. Then, we just 

decided to ask someone. We went into a bar, and asked a bartender who told us where we could find a good restaurant, 

and he gave us directions in such a friendly way. We left that very second and we were impressed at how he helped us 

find the restaurant. He was one of the kindest persons we met in the USA. Finally, we found the restaurant we had been 

looking for and ate well. 

 We had some free time before dinner. We went to a French Market. This market is the oldest street market in the 

USA. It located in between North Peters Street and Decatur Street (for few blocks). There were also restaurants and 

cafes. After looking around the market, we went to a café, ordered a coffee, and talked. 

 On the way back to the restaurant we had booked, I saw a pharmacy. This was a store like a regular grocery store. 

There I found a very cheap line of dough and sweet breads. I really like sweet things. I can skip entire meals for eating 

sweet snacks. But in the USA. I didn’t eat many sweet things because they were all expensive. Then I met this precious 

grocery store! You can imagine how happy I was. 

 

 In the evening after dinner we went back to our hotel. It was around 9:00pm. It was too early to go to bed. It was 

our last night in New Orleans, so we went out, and we met our foreign friends who attended the same program. They 

planned to go to a Jazz bar. Since New Orleans is a city well known for jazz we thought it was a good idea. We were 

right. We found one really great female singer, I don’t know much about jazz but I can tell she had soul. People got into 

the rhythm as she sang her song. 

 Next we walked near the famous Bourbon Street. This street is the most popular tourist attraction. It is home to 

many bars, restaurants, and strip clubs, as well as t-shirt and souvenir shops. When I first saw this street, I was shocked 

because so many people on the street all looked excited for some reason. Some people were drunk, and some people 

threw beaded necklaces. My foreign friends said that it was festival season, Mardi Gras. Mardi Gras is French for "Fat 

Tuesday" referring to the practice of the last night of eating richer, fatty foods before the ritual fasting of the Lenten 

season (which begins on Ash Wednesday). That was why they are all excited and drunk. 

 On our last day in New Orleans, before we left the city, we went to a coffee shop called Café du Monde for 

breakfast. It is best known for its café au lait (a French coffee drink) and its French-style beignets (fried dough). They 

were served with confectioner’s sugar. It was good- very tasty.

 This trip was full of enjoyable events: new places, new people, new life styles and new foods. Moreover, I also 

learned a lesson from this: The importance of "preliminary research." I didn’t do any research before I went to New 

Orleans. So, I didn’t have any information about the city. As a result I could not recognize any famous buildings or 

attractions, well known foods, or even the festival season. If I had done some research my trip would have been much 

more interesting and fruitful. Well, Let bygones be bygones. I learned a good lesson anyway. 

The Story of  New Orleans
Kim Han-na

Junior of English
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  For the final memory of being 

with friends in Mississippi we went 

to Chicago! Chicago is a center for so 

many services, business and financial as 

well! On our way to the hotel we were 

in the bus and it caused our mouths to 

stay open in awe as we rode into the 

city! Chicago is really a true city! High 

buildings that mad my neck stiff, a lot of 

shopping malls, and crowds of tourists 

everywhere. I couldn't wait to start 

enjoying everything. The bus which we 

took had been riding for ten hours led 

us to the Double Tree Hotel. The hotel 

is located in the center of downtown. That place was so convenient because it was close so many things we wanted to 

visit.

 On our first day in Chicago we went to watch a baseball game. Two famous teams played: The White Sox vs. 

The Red Sox! Our booked seats were in the same section as all the White Sox's fans. Chicago is home to the Chicago 

White Sox baseball team (in the American League) and they  play in a place called The US Cellular Field. The US 

Cellular Field was huge and filled almost to capacity. The White Sox lost, but their cheering fans, and the culture of 

sportsmanship (which included fireworks after the game) made us so excited. 

During the second day we had even more free time than the first day. Each of us had other plans such as going 

to Millennium Park, Lake Michigan, The University of Chicago, and of course shopping, or eating lunch at the John 

Hancock Center. Before our great plans we headed to the Field Museum, and we took the subway. Chicago's Field 

Museum is considered one of the finest natural history museums in the USA. There were nature exhibits like the animals 

of Africa, plants, sea mammals, fossils and gems. The museum has lots of exhibits from the simple to the very beautiful. 

We could see cultural exhibits which included a chance to look inside the mysterious culture of Ancient Egypt. 

After looking around the museum I went to the University of Chicago. Thanks to CTA (Chicago Transit Authority) I 

could take the bus and the subway with no problems. Going to The University of Chicago was easy by subway (although 

I did happen to get lost). The university is constituted with old buildings and new buildings. The old buildings looked 

so antique being surrounded by liana. This included the old church and the old dorm. One of the libraries looked really 

modern. I could enter the library with permission and I was so happy to do so. With carpet under my feet, a transparent 

quiet zone, many seminar rooms, and sofas for reading books (in front of such spectacular views) it is the best library 

I've ever seen. There is also a special place to take a walk. The road is between big trees with a few benches so that 

people can sit and relax. I wanted to read books on a bench under a big tree! Just being in the big university gave me a 

new outlook inside my mind. It was a nice chance for me to see these special places.

In order not to be late for a special river cruise that we had booked, I had to hurry away from that wonderful 

university! I was lucky on that cruise because I got to see Chicago at night! I Chicago has a long river that flows along 

the city and it gave such a beautiful view. The river meets Lake Michigan! Listening to our guide's words, I looked at 

the tall buildings and took so many photos! Twilight, the river, and buildings in shadow were all in harmony together. 

Even now I can't forget that night scene. It is so moving, and it was just like a special gift that made the whole month so 

special.

Kim Min-ji

Sophomore of English

A Trip to Chicago
USA
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English Department Academic Festival

Preliminary Competition for the 2011 College 
of  Hummanities Presentation Contest

Congratulations 

for Two Teams who moved up 

to the Main Contest!

Last Words 

  After a year, laughter flowed amidst the family gathering that hadn't met together in a long while. 
My godfather, Minho allowed James and me to get married. My cousin sister whose name is 
Jeonghyun is asking me to introduce a hot kiwi guy like James. 
I can speak Korean little by little because James has been teaching me as a student after becoming a 
Korean teacher in New Zealand. I’ve got a Korean name, Meehee meaning beautiful and joyful. 

  Without my grandfather, I wouldn’t think about having a family and would muddle through the 
bitters of life forlornly. The word, ‘family’ gives us joy, happiness and enlightenment of each life. It 
is a shelter where we can hide or rest freely. 

  What if I didn’t listen to my grandpa’s last words carefully? What if I didn’t find Heejin and her 
son? There’s no rueful choices we’ve chosen in each life because it makes the present us. All we 
should know is who we are, where we are from and what we want for the rest of our lives. "Don’t 
regret what you’ve done in your life" is not enough. "Give it a shot before you regret." It is sufficient 
courage to live. 

Oh Eun-hye
Senior of English

Grand Prize

 All of us here at DEL Media recently visited a team that was preparing for the English Department's Academic 

Festival. We were surprised by their passion and endeavor to make the festival successful. The play, which they are 

going to perform, is called "Dirty Carnival." It is a famous Korean film and also a very interesting story. It will be held 

on November 11, 2011. We are looking forward to their play, and the festival!

On October 28th there was the preliminary competition for the 2011 College of Humanities Presentation Contest. 

Five teams participate in this competition, and each team presented what they wanted to convey in an excellent way. 

Two teams survived which moved them up to the main contest which will be on Novenber 16, 2011. We hope that they 

will get the prize!

English Department Writing Contest

Every Autumn the English department has an open writing contest for all of the students in our department. This 

year five students won prizes, from bronze to the grand prize. Each participant wrote in a unique genre: fiction, essay, 

poem, and so forth. We are very pleased to put their work her in the DEL Media. Some of the works, such as fiction and 

essay, are presented here only in partial form, thus giving the points that the writers wanted to share with you. We put 

three winners' works: Grand prize winner, Oh Eun-hye, Gold prize winner, Kwon Hye-in, and Silver prize winner, Park 

So-hyun. Oh Eun-hye composed her own short story, "Last Words" which tells the important thing in life. Kwon Hye-in 

showed her feelings on her essay, "The Important Things I have learned from Hanbat National University". Lastly, Park 

So-hyun wrote three poems and one of them, which is "Father" is touching people.  We hope that you would enjoy their 

works and like them!
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Father

When I was young
A tree was standing on me always

It was very sturdy, sound
And green as green can be

When I am tired out
The tree was a pillar of strength in a trouble
And consoled me by his hands

When I already became an adult
Top of the leaves were covered with white snow
And I saw numerous tree rings and then I cried

When I was too young
Never did I know how much I was loved and kept from himhen 
I became an adult
I realized that was my older father

I have something I'd like to say, but I haven't yet
I love you more than words can express. MY FATHER.

Park So-hyun
Junior of English

Silver Prize

The Important Things I Have Learned from Hanbat National University

As a result, it surely was the life-time chance for me to enter Hanbat University. Everything 
turned out to be ideal and fresh to me. I had never attended such difficult courses such as phonetics 
and syntax. There were also some times I wanted to give all up due to the frustration caused by 
those subjects. However, it was totally worthwhile learning and studying with patience. During 
the first semester, I could positively change my view towards studying. What I truly hated doing in 
my high school days turned into my pleasure. I mean, of course it feels like torturing when exam 
periods are coming. But it brought me more inner achievements through believing in myself and 
getting help from my professors and friends. In other words, I was gladly started when I found 
myself growing as a Hanbat student. 

  Aside from studying, I have got many other valuable things here in Hanbat. Those include 
taking part in various school events and programs, getting helpful and useful words from professors 
and building up precious relationships with my school mates. All these prodigious gifts, I will never 
forget. Even though I am still not a hundred percent sure how my future will be, one thing I know 
for sure is that I'm going to use what I have learned from my unforgettable days I spent in Hanbat. I 
am always thankful to my professors and friends for the positive and supportive energy they always 
give to me. Lastly, I hope the rest of time in Hanbat will be more flourishing with them. 

Kwon Hye-in
Senior of English

Gold Prize
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DEL Media, English Department News 2011

WANTED
We, DEL Media , look forward to meeting freshmen and 

sophopmore students who want to join us.
 

No test will be given.

Welcome, everybody.

If  you have any questions about DEL Media , you may contact us 
by

Phone: 042-821-1317/E-mail: kiwieh486@naver.com

Editorial Board Members


